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Cambray Communication Policy
Introduction

This policy is designed to provide procedures and guidance for communication by staff and volunteers at Cambray 
Baptist Church (CBC) both internally and externally.

General

This policy should be read in conjunction with the Cambray Baptist Church IT Policy, particularly when external 
communication via email or web site is required.

Staff members and volunteers are representatives of the CBC and it is their responsibility to follow the guidance 
given below in order to maintain integrity.

CBC’s policies are intended to protect both the Church and its staff and volunteers. Violation of policies may have 
serious consequences which could include grounds for dismissal, legal or civil action.

Policy details are described below. Failure of individuals to read and understand the policies or ignorance of their 
existence does not excuse violation.

Decision Making

The guidance below might seem obvious but it is important that thought is always applied prior to any 
communication being sent out from Cambray by staff or volunteers.

Communications

Questions concerning the relevance of communications

 What is the purpose of the communication and does it fit with CBC objectives?

 What is the communication designed to accomplish?

 Who is the target audience?

 What message do we wish to convey?

 What form of media will best communicate the message to the intended audience?
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Questions concerning the publication of communications

 Who is responsible for making the communication?

 When should it be scheduled to happen?

 Where necessary, who is responsible for monitoring or co-ordinating the communication?

 What could go wrong and how will we respond if it does?

 Is there a cost involved and if so who has responsibility for authorisation?

Guidelines

As CBC grows, the number of communications we need to deal with grows and therefore we need to be certain that 
everything we communicate either internally or externally conforms to our aims as a church. There are often 
situations where a request is received to promote an event being held by an external organisation. It is sometimes 
debatable whether that event is something we would wish to promote even though it may be perfectly acceptable. 
Because this can cause difficulties for church staff or volunteers, the following guidelines have been issued.

The responsible individual for making decisions as to the suitability of communications will be the Church 
Administrator. Escalation where doubt arises will be to one of the pastors or, if unavailable, a member of the 
diaconate.

Church Magazine and News Sheet

The church magazine and weekly News Sheet are our main printed channels for communication.

Church magazine contents should reflect things happening at Cambray or things that we’re clearly promoting as a 
church, but the Magazine Editor should make the editorial decision, again referring as above if there is any doubt.

News Sheet contents should reflect events for the coming week with occasional additional important news to be 
shared with the congregation where space permits. The News Sheet Editor should make the editorial decision, again 
referring as above if there is any doubt.

Requests for additional pieces of paper / flyers to be handed out with the news-sheet need to be agreed by those 
responsible for putting together the News Sheet on a Friday morning. If there is any doubt as to whether it should be
included, one of the pastors should be consulted.

Welcome Area

Sometimes we receive requests to display “flyers” and the like for external events. 

The top of the welcome desk should be reserved for Cambray-only publicity: term-cards, Cambray magazines, 
Cambray Witness prayer news, news-sheets, welcome cards and anything new over the last few weeks (e.g. 
Cambray Women Connect cards).

All other Cambray flyers or non-Cambray publicity should go on the shelves behind. Someone from the welcome 
team to be responsible for this and to ensure that out-of-date publicity is cleared away in a timely fashion. Any 
doubts as to the suitability of this publicity should be referred as above.

Notice Boards and publicity shelves

There are many places in the church where various publicity items and notices are displayed. 

There are shelves in the School Room corridor and entrance. In addition, there are notice boards in the Welcome 
Area; School Room, corridor and entrance lobby; Rodney Hall, lower entrance corridor, upstairs rooms and corridor.



It is important that these are checked regularly to ensure all items are current and still relevant. Out of date items 
should be removed and, unless there is a specific need to retain them, they should be destroyed or recycled as 
appropriate.

Responsibility for the maintenance of these places rests with the deacon charged with publicity. The task may be 
devolved to the caretaker or a responsible volunteer.

Blanket Emails

From time to time, email communications need to be sent to groups of various sizes within the church. Some of 
these, e.g. Church Meeting Minutes need no further authorisation. However, other block communications need 
authorisation unless they are requested by the Pastors and Deacons as a whole.

Web Site

Responsibility for publication of publicly viewable information on the CBC web site will normally rest with the 
pastors. The exceptions are the church calendar which is automatically updated from ChurchBuilder and the 
uploading of weekly sermons which is handled by church office staff and volunteers.


